2016 News Submissions

Conrad N. Hilton Foundation Launches Sister To All Campaign by Amy Fedele (9/6/2016)

Welcome Sr. Eleanor Molai, our new ASEC Director in Lesotho by Amy Fedele (9/7/2016)

Praying for Tanzania Earthquake survivors as they face task of rebuilding by Amy Fedele (9/12/2016)

Basic Technology Workshop in Cameroon by Amy Fedele (9/13/2016)

Chestnut Hill College and Catholic University College of Ghana's (CUCG) Partnership Yielding Positive Results by Rev. Msgr. Dr. Stephen Ntim (9/13/2016)

New Coordinator in Kenya & Nigeria by Amy Fedele (9/13/2016)

SLDI Program in Ghana: A Perspective by Bright E. Biney (9/23/2016)

Sr. Janet reflects on the ripple effects of mentorship by Sr. Janet Aguorumba (9/23/2016)

HESA Orientation for new students, Fall 2016 by Amy Fedele (9/23/2016)

ASEC to participate in Catholic Sisters: Champions of Sustainable Development in Africa Convening by Amy Fedele (9/26/2016)

Introduction of ASEC Program in Malawi by Sister P. Chagomerana (10/12/2016)

ASEC launches our new website by Amy Fedele (10/13/2016)

October 2016 Site Visits and Interviews by Amy Fedele (10/14/2016)

Updates from the Nairobi Convening by Amy Fedele (10/17/2016)

CARA receives grant for four studies, visiting African scholar by Amy Fedele (10/27/2016)

2016 Bigwa Scholarship Recipients tell their stories by Amara Chukwunenye (11/2/2016)

HESA Cohort Chestnut Hill by Sr Patricia Mengel, IHM (11/3/2016)

Rosemont College to offer a hybrid of online/onsite learning for sisters in Africa by Catherine Coleman-Dickson (11/9/2016)
Over 500 Congregational leaders benefit from six-day SLDI program by Sr. Jane Wakahi, LSOSF, PhD (11/11/2016)

Rosemont Online Orientation by Sr. Clementina Obembe, OSF (11/14/2016)

Educated, inspired, and transformed by the partnership between ASEC and CUEA by Sr. Lydia Wanjiku Wachira (11/22/2016)

CUEA ASEC Partnership Producing Large Pool of Professionals by Sr. Jane Wakahi, LSOSF, PhD Executive Director, ASEC (11/22/2016)

Catholic Sisters Discuss Sustainable Development in Africa at Nairobi Convening by USC Center for Religion and Civic Culture (11/28/2016)


ASEC Prayer in solidarity with the crisis in South Sudan by Sr. Jane Wakahi, LSOSF, PhD (12/6/2016)

Cars for Coordinators by Jaime Herrmann (11/28/2016)

Transformed Person, Transformed Society by Sr. Rosemarie Nassif, SSND, PhD (11/22/2016)

Sister's Voices: ASEC partnership HESA in collaboration with AOSK, Chemchemi ya Uzima Centre by Sr. Emma Njoroge (11/22/2016)

Voice of the Proud Mama by Sr. Rosemarie Nassif, SSND, PhD (12/16/2016)